Fix the Sentence

Activity Mat 1

Can you help Mr Whoops to fix these sentences?

last weak gavin tried to persswade me too go on a Welly Walk in the woulds

can You sea the “blosom caskading” form the Tree aksed aida?

Daffodils bloom in oranjis wites yeloes and sometims even Pinks?
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Fix the Sentence

Activity Mat 2

Can you help Mr Whoops to fix these sentences?

their are three aminals: i love seeing, in the spring calfs lams and chicks

The Lamb stumled arownd the Ewes leg’s while trying too walk four the furst tim

at this tym off the yeer the eviromentt changes drasticaly as the trees begin
to grow new leafs,
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Fix the Sentence

Activity Mat 3

Can you help Mr Whoops to fix these sentences?

with admiration fluding his face felix exclaymd! you could’nt have climed that
tree any faster

i love the spring tim the tempurater is rizing; the plants, is growin and new
life is beggining to emerj

For muchneeded Protection babi chicks stay hiden undur there mothers wing
for the furst phew weeks of they’re life
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Fix the Sentence

Activity Mat 4

Can you help Mr Whoops to fix these sentences?

harley who had desided knot to wear an coat that mornig – got very wet in
in the – suden downpaw?

the calfs ear had been resently taged it Showed he were the twelth Calf to be
born sow far this yeer;

why dont they mak umbrelas any stronger then this kwestiond erika while
batling the seemingly-bad tempered wind”
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Fix the Sentence

Activity Mat 5

Can you help Mr Whoops to fix these sentences?

if ewe use a incubator a masheen what mimics (a mother hen) ensure that
it stays switched on four the durashon off the incubation

you must where a coat kates grandma explained because even thow the sun
is shinning the breez is biter and cold”

imediatly and wivout pryer warning the lams mother stood up she was
conshus that she had herd something in the distens
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Fix the Sentence Answers
1. last weak gavin tried to persswade me too go on a

7. with admiration fluding his face felix exclaymd! you

12. why dont they mak umbrelas any stronger then this

Welly Walk in the woulds

could’nt have climed that tree any faster

kwestiond erika while batling the seemingly-bad

Last week, Gavin tried to persuade me

With admiration flooding his face, Felix exclaimed,

tempered wind”

to go on a welly walk in the woods.

“You couldn’t have climbed that tree any faster!”

“Why don’t they make umbrellas any stronger

2. can You sea the “blosom caskading” form the Tree

8. i love the spring tim the tempurater is rizing; the

aksed aida?

plants, is growin and new life is beggining to emerj

“Can you see the blossom cascading

I love the spring time; the temperature

from the tree?” asked Aida.

is rising, the plants are growing and

3. Daffodils bloom in oranjis wites yeloes and
sometims even Pink?
Daffodils bloom in oranges, whites,
yellows and, sometimes, even pinks.
4. their are three aminals: i love seeing, in the spring
calfs lams and chicks
There are three animals I love seeing in
the spring: calves, lambs and chicks.
5. The Lamb stumled arownd the Ewes leg’s while
trying too walk four the furst tim
The lamb stumbled around the ewe’s legs
while trying to walk for the first time.
6. at this tym off the yeer the eviromentt changes
drasticaly as the trees begin to grow new leafs,
At this time of the year, the environment changes

new life is beginning to emerge.
9. For muchneeded Protection babi chicks stay hiden
undur there mothers wing for the furst phew weeks
of they’re life
For much-needed protection, baby chicks
stay hidden under their mother’s wing
for the first few weeks of their life.
10. harley who had desided knot to wear an coat that
mornig – got very wet in in the – suden downpaw?
Harley – who had decided not to wear a coat that
morning – got very wet in the sudden downpour.
11. the calfs ear had been resently taged it Showed he
were the twelth Calf to be born sow far this yeer;
The calf’s ear had been recently tagged; it showed
he was the twelfth calf to be born so far this year.

than this?” questioned Erika while battling
the seemingly bad-tempered wind.
13. if ewe use a incubator a masheen what mimics (a
mother hen) ensure that it stays switched on four
the durashon off the incubation
If you use an incubator (a machine that mimics
a mother hen), ensure that it stays switched
on for the duration of the incubation.
14. you must where a coat kates grandma explained
because even thow the sun is shinning the breez is
biter and cold”
“You must wear a coat,” Kate’s grandma
explained, “because, even though the sun is
shining, the breeze is bitter and cold.”
15. imediatly and wivout pryer warning the lams
mother stood up she was conshus that she had herd
something in the distens
Immediately and without prior warning, the
lamb’s mother stood up; she was conscious that
she had heard something in the distance.

drastically as the trees begin to grow new leaves.
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